GIZA PLATEAU & THE BENNU BIRD
It came to me today when talking to the only surviving school girlfriend [on the phone], and trying to explain to her
that I have had a fairly big breakthrough in the work I am doing –
I could almost see the blank look on her face as I was trying to tell her.
So I stopped telling her. After I hung up I sat down and thought... "I have no one to tell this to!"
Then I thought of you, as one who will think about this breakthrough.
========================== ===============================
1( Bauval says Giza is based on Orion's Belt. A close view indeed, just the "Belt" (yet the Central American ones are)
2) Philip Coppens said it is based on Cygnus or The Lantern (Of Argo) Canopus.
3) Andrew Collins says it is based on Cygnus...
i) Edgar Cayce did say the Giza Plateau is based on astronomical signs
ii) question is this, how high up do we need to be to get the full picture?
Do you recall in one of the forums I said I could not find where Deneb would be for Cygnus ?
(aka The Goose Returning)... well Andrew Collins had the same concern
4) He did find caves which he says in one video are "to the North" of the pyramids, then in another video they
suddenly became "to the west" of... where "Deneb" should be, they are called the Bennu Bird Caves for all the
mummies of Ibis found there. The "tail" of the bird does sit to the north of the Giza pyramids.
5) In ancient Egypt there seems to be:
a) a dichotomy of one cult (Bennu), over to another from ca 9,500BC, to the
b) Goose Returning aka Cygnus (because this appears on the cartouche of Psusennes I the Silver Pharaoh of
ca 1,000BC) an 8,000 year difference give or take a few [hundred?] years
6) The Ibis gave way to become the Heron/Crane (but still called the Benu/Bennu Bird).
7) The stars of the wings of Cygnus do make a more perfect fit than the stars of Orion's Belt as the three Giza
pyramids... Hancock and Bauval did part ways and no one knows why, and watching Bauval in videos,
he does seem to have an anxiety when he makes the "Belt of Orion" statement, watch his fingers;
although Hancock does stick to the Orion's Belt theory.
8) FIRST problem is this: there were once FOUR pyre-amids in a line on the plateau!
9) plus the Ibis/Heron/Crane has a very long set of legs [and neck]... which a goose does not
10) enter Oxyrhynchus – 100 miles south of Giza/Memphis. This name means at first glance:
"sharp beak" but this town once sat at the edge of a now receded Lake Moeris aka Al Faiyoum.
a) Al Faiyoum means "the sea" – and was once a fresh water lake "nearby" the plateau of Giza. The obsolete
name for that area of the skies where sit all the nautical constellations was called "The Sea" in which also
sits Pisces constellation and Grus (the Heron Hen/Crane/Benu).
Here is the twist – the real meaning of
Oxyrhynchus = "the bright beak in the fish" which has become bastardised to "the fish's beak" in modern
days. The reason for this is that The Beak of Grus does sit in the tail of [the] more ancient Pisces!
b) The Nile once "lapped" at Giza and is now up to 65 (miles or klm, must check) to the east of the plateau.
Recall Herodotus said Khufu's sepulchre was buried "under a nearby island".
This could even have been the Sphinx as an island.
Khufu only constructed the causeways to reach the receding water line (so, why does a pyre-amid need water?)
In the very early videos of Andrew Collins, you will hear him call the area for "Deneb" the erstwhile tail of
Cygnus, as the Caves of the Bennu Birds.
In later videos he has changed that to the Cave of the Bats.
One can guess why... has he worked out that a Benu Bird is NOT a Goose/Swan/Cygnus?
Different set of legs!.
And all of this was around 2008* – 2009. In 2010 I did publish lines regarding the Benu bird on the original web
site for the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus (and Da Vinci), but I was not aware of the 4th pyramid or Oxyrhynchus
at that time. So I found I had agreed with Philip Coppens.
Here is the thorn in Andrew Collins' theory, because as far as a Goose/Swan goes, yes there are the pointers on
Giza Plateau which do fit Cygnus IF one ignores the fourth pyre-amid and the neck and beak of a bird 100 miles
(160 klm) away! The fourth pyramid was the bent back wing of Grus. One just needs to become a little higher
up in altitude! Everything else does fit for Grus/Heron/Crane/Ibis/Bennu.
AT THIS POINT A PERSON MIGHT ASK – SO WHAT!
The answer to this is this:
Question: Was Grus IN the northern skies back then, 9,500BC? Instead of the south (this could also explain
the abandonment of Gobekli Tepi as an astronomical calendar, although it was mud from the Great Flood
which covered it**) begging one other question – if the Great Pyramid sits perfectly north and south etc,
today, did we have a pole shift during Noah's Great flood and was it a perfect flip?
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The impact of this information: Recall the following lines in 84 EXTRATERRESTRIALS:-

"BAAL STEALTHIER ETHERIAL SPINNER" 5:90.1 "TARKON. DRACO ON: BASAL CHIMERA SPUN IN CRANE” 4:94.1
I have just been told what the 'spun' is, it is 8 40 4 CIRCULAR MOLECULAR PHENOMENON, with the word 'BLISTERED'
which can mean a galaxy, a solar system, the fibonacci sequence, helix of DNA– our own personal aura–and the nano bots
SO THE ANSWER IS – THEY WERE THE BADDIES, BAAL means Anakim as well, and it WAS them who built the pyramids!
 Noting Draco, On – two of the four air shaft pointers, one to Drako and one to Sirius. "On" is obsolete for Oannes. The
other two are, according to Nostradamus who spent at least six years studying in Egypt, Leo [Minor] & Orion. In 6 5 3
SAMAROBRIN one hundred leagues off the hemisphere –is this the distance one must be to "see" the true floorplan layout?
We have seen that SAMAROBRIN means the SAAM (Marduk's 'Orion league') RIB of Leo/Chertan. On/Sirius and R/Draco.
=========================================== ==================================================
Cygnus, as you know from the texts, is where the Leptorrhin from Bireo the beak of Cygnus do come into the picture,
currently "watching" under the Altai mountains/Shambahla, so they must have had some influence during the times of the
Silver Pharaoh Psusennes I ... (who was a commoner and not of royal reptilian blood, as was Ramses the Great)
Recall Petrie's Pharaoh "grey" which was a LyRan (another of the Elohim as the Leptorrhin are) –
so it seems much of the earliest part of Egypt was under those from Grus "spun" by the Anakim/Oannes, and that after the
Age of Aries (Amon Ra/Marduk's short reign) then became under the Elohim, the 'one god' principle of the 18th dynasty!
And think about that in relation to Moses being handed TEN commandments by Yah.
============================
AND THEN, OF COURSE, THERE IS THIS, which I found in the Template while trying to research the seismic hollow under Giza:
4 49 2 Que du haut ciel ne viendra efloigner:

LEONARDO DA VINCI, HE KEEN FOR FUTURE ART GUILE
ART HELD GUILEFUL HERON HEN CREATURE THAT HELEN ACQUIRED : ƑHE she GAVE FULL ERUDITION.
NOW, THE WORD 'HEN' APPEARS AS EARLY AS THE WORK DONE ON THE PREFACE

OBVIOUSLY IT IS A KEY WORD FOR 'GRUS'! Those greys which were "spun in Crane"
WHICH OF THE 'CREATURES' IN DA VINCI'S ART it is i am not sure, since it is a chimera so it could be any of them BUT NOT THIS ONE' –
THIS IS AN Anakim OANNES
aka Dagon (when without
their helmets)

noting the lion cubs “watermarked” behind it.
These mean Leo Minor/ Chertan, the source

This illustration was found by
Drago de Silver within a
Da Vinci painting (follows).
I do not have the computer
expertise to extract some of
the hidden pictures.
(but see DA VINCI ASKED TO
MIRROR MADONNA a forum
at the web site with as many
hidden creatures I could find)

Grus, and see how the "neck does go at the
right angle and direction – but where was
the fourth pyramid, no one really knows***

PETRIE'S discovery buried
almost next to the great pyramid
LYRAN (NO NOSE AT ALL) and see
the same craft which appear on
the Kariong NSW glyphs, thus
providing a pointer to the date
at Kariong – in the age of Aries
(Sneferu is named)
The LyRan greys do not breathe
our air, but breathe via their skin,
hydrogen is their air

there are two 'legends' regarding
the placement of the 4th pyramid
at Giza, the other is said behind
the smallest of the three

***
the straight lines 'creating' the imaginary picture; reaching certain stars within a given constellation alter over the
millenia, (changed by astronomers) and the tail of Grus is actually much shorter than this illustration shows, so this detail
is really important and could pull the theory right down. Here is the problem – we already know that "Deneb" cannot be
seen above ground. The length of the tail here on Grus may be a hint to the extent underground the tail of Grus really
does travel – and this would be many miles if the proportions are correct. Those under the Mayan pyramids are 800 klm!.
4 17 4 Verra la quee: porte sera serree.CollinsWill see the tail : (tail of Deneb/Goose/Grus)the gate will be locked which Hawass did

*By the way, I always wondered why Nostradamus only published 453 quatrains at March 1555. So I added 453
years to 1555 – and that takes us to 2008 – the year I met Allan Webber, the year he had finished his template for
the Hidden Texts and gave them to me.
**Enki's Clay Tablet #10. Interesting that there are many later hieroglyphics which give the Mayan number for ten
(and some for 12, particularly the earlier dynasties, which the door lintel for Seti I's tomb is, 5th dynasty). One will
see a cup near the numeral, and this represents the Graal of Cassiopeia (the 'holy' grail) with which the LyRans are
allied. The LyRan appears in the Viking Eddur as "Ran". Sometimes one will only see the Mayan number for five, &
this means the five stars of Cassiopeia, part of the twenty Elohim alliances, the reason Elohim is plural.

The number "12" is an Anakim base number, and the number ten is the Elohim base number
(hence the Ten Commandments from Yah, despite the edited bible saying it was YHWH/Enlil).
This is one of the predominant methods of discerning who did what, especially in crop circles.

this is how Drago de Silver
(interesting name) found the
helmeted Oannes.
The red ring has found Anubis
On the right hand are two of my attempts
to "mirror Madonna"

Cairo-Giza-Memphis and 100
miles south Oxyrhynchus the
‘sharp [Benu] beak in the fish’

the more one looks the more one sees
the "Left hand" & the "Right hand"

google Earth has the ‘Orion M.E.’
title returned to it

“priest’s” paths =
causeways to the
island sphinx

"owl" is a date in Celtic runes
May 13 – June 9 & Oct 28 – Nov 24

steel engraving by Lemaitre 1848
shows huge statues on top of the
pyramids – antennae?

Helen Mead-Parks
more detail in the new forum upcoming (April 2015) titled LEONARDO & MARDUK part 6
www.hiddentextsofNostradamus.com

